
Based on his dissertation at Westminster, Ball considers Hooker's biography, the context of his writing, and the writings on conversion themselves.


Boyd writes from firsthand knowledge to repudiate the anti-Trinitarian views of a group of more than 5 million Pentecostals.


An exploration of Christian and psychological perspectives on death and dying, this book traces the teachings of Scripture and compares view of Christians with those of their secular counterparts. Index and bibliography.


Carson discusses Paul's lessons on prayer for today's church with the conviction that prayer is the basis of reformation.


An instructive guide of tools and methods of NT exegesis, this translation from the German offers acquaints the reader with the central issues and questions of NT exegesis. Bibliographies include English works. Each section suggests readings and exercises.


Bible passages are divided into the nearly 1,000 categories of Roget's well-known work. A Scripture index and topical index complete the volume, most useful to lay Bible students.

Eliade, Mircea, ed. *Essential Sacred Writings around the*
Published in 1967 as From Primitives to Zen, this anthology of religious texts was originally intended to benefit Eliade's students. The work is arranged thematically and includes bibliographies for further study.


Introductory, general, and exegetical (chaps. 12-22) studies on the book of Revelation from a Seventh-day Adventist perspective. Authors include Kenneth A. Strand, co-editor of AUSS.


Very brief articles make this a handy reference tool for the one needing minimal information on a topic.


In his theology of and practical guide to counseling for the elderly, Lapsley applies recent research to this specialized ministry.


A Protestant study of the theology of Mary and her apparitions, especially those of Medjugorje.


The revisions include an updated historiography of the topic and a new psychological analysis of Ellen White.


A handy tool for students of the Hebrew Scripture, Owens' work needs little explanation.


Twice as many theological terms are defined in this new edition as in the first one.